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Lesson 2: Consultant Notes
Where are we?
If you are doing exegesis on a text, you'll certainly want to take notes. You can take notes of course by
writing them in a notebook, or in a word document, but at some point you may want to share your notes
with other consultants. Paratext already has a good system for sharing notes between team members, now
we will look at the notes system designed specifically for consultants.

Why is this important?
The consultant notes in Paratext are attached to verses and can be accessed when you're looking at that
verse in any translation of of the Bible or in any resource. That way, when you are consulting with a team,
or when you are preparing for a checking session, you always have access to your personal notes. These
notes, however, are stored in their own project and as a result may be shared between consultants.

 

What are we going to do?
In this lesson, we're going to learn how to create consultant notes and how to work with them.

Additional materials:
UBS Video on consultant notes projects: https://vimeo.com/64099708

 

Review
Close all your Windows. Now click on Windows, and then on the saved arrangement that you made in the
previous lesson. This will arrange the Windows the way you had set them up previously.

Take the NIV window and switch places with the Handbook by dragging and dropping.

Exercise 1: Create a Consultant Notes Project
 

Exercise 2: Insert two comments in your consultant notes project
 

Exercise 3: Make your notes visible in the NIV Window
 

Exercise 4: Include your notes project in your saved window arrangement
 

Exercise 5: Advanced placement of windows in Paratext (optional)
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